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Summary 560
Resume5

In July 1950 the authorities responsible for malaria control in Iran
wanted field tests carried out to show the effect of indoor residual DDT,
in various forms, on the local malaria vectors. For this purpose, the
insecticide was applied in a few villages lying in the valley of Kalardasht,
in the Elburz Mountains. Four forms of the insecticide, in two concentra-
tions, were used in neighbouring villages during August. The effect of
each was assessed by attaching outlet traps to rooms and stables in ordinary
use. This technique, which appears to have been but little used in studying
the Anopheles maculipennis complex, also yielded some information about
its endophilic habits in the locality.

1. Kalardasht Valley

The Kalardasht Valley (51015'E., 36030'N.) lies on the northern slopes
of the Elburz mountain range, about 20 miles (32 km) south-west of the
town of Chalus on the Caspian coast. It contains a roughly triangular
plain, sloping from 4,500 feet (1,370 m) to 3,000 feet (900 m) above sea-
level. The plain is about six miles (9.7 km) across. The Chalus river, a
large, rapid stream, runs through it, much of its water being diverted at
the upper part to irrigate the corn and millet fields, and some finding its
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way back in the lower part. In addition, the stream is fed by several tributary
springs in the valley, with which small swamps are associated.

FIG. 1. OUTLET TRAP FOR MOSQUITOS AT No statistics of the rainfall
ISFANKALEH,IRAN at Kalardasht are available,

but it exceeds 40 inches (102
cm). There is no pronounced
dry season. During August,
two days in three were cloudy
and there was a good deal of
drizzle and damp mist, the

I E illclouds from the north-west
lying low over the plain, or
sometimes upon it. Day and

_ night temperatures were mild.
The first light fall of snow
came in the last days of

............October.
Kalardasht has 25 villages

j~~~~ with an average population
I.. of 250-300. Most are situated

....on the hills round the plain.
Two of those on the plain itself
are large (over 1,000 people
each), but four others are
among the smallest, having
only four to swix houses. This
was said to be due to malaria,

sometimes on thecoastalplainamongtherice-fieandthe spleen-rates in those
replaces indicated hyperendem-

The writer spent four weeks aticity. The villagers are mainly
sedentary, but there is a small

amount of winter migration down to Chalus. In summer whole families
walk down to that town on market days, and may pass the night
sometimes on the coastal plain, among the rice-fields which cover it. No
rice is grown at Kalardasht.

2. Method of Work

The writer spent four weeks at.Kalardasht and had the assistance of
three student-technicians who functioned as mosquito- and water-surveyors
and collected the mosquitos from the outlet traps. One of them remained
for a further two months to continue the trap collections and to make
periodic collections of larvae. For parts of August the services of
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an Iranian malariologist, an FIG. 2. OUTLET TRAP FOR MOSQUITOS ON
WEST WALL, ABISHDONI, IRAN

experienced spray-team, and
two engineers were provided.

Sixteen villages, with child
spleen-rates ranging from
83 to 27%, were treated in
the ten days of August when |
the spray-team was available.
The insecticides used were
technical DDT powder 5 %
solution in kerosene (five vil-
lages), DDT 75% wettable
powder in water suspension
(seven villages), DDT 50%
wettable powder in water sus-
pension (three villages), and
"DDTane" 50% wettable
paste in water suspension
(one village). All these were

applied to leave 2 g of DDT
per m2 of treated surface, ex-
cept in two villages where the
75% powder-suspension was
applied at a rate of only 1 g
per M2. The aim was to treat
all the inside walls and ceilings
in a village, except for an un- Window opening, carrying inlet valve, is seen
treated control room. beside the trap.

The outlet traps (see fig. 1 and 2) were not of uniform size, but the
principle was the same in all of them. They were rather large traps of
dimensions up to 36 inches x 30 inches x 15 inches (91.4 cm x 76.2 cm x
38.1 cm), made of muslin sewn or glued over a wooden frame. The side
of the trap placed against the window opening had a one-way horizontal
slit entrance in its upper half, the slit directed upwards so that a mosquito
flying towards the sky would enter by it. The muslin surfaces above and
below the slit were inclined like the two arms of the figure 7, the slit
being at the angle.

The traps were not detachable, but were fixed in position for the duration
of the tests. The mosquitos were collected from them morning and night
through sleeves in the traps, by means of aspirator-tubes and test-tubes.
The method was very laborious (in the more successful of the traps), and
did not permit the traps to be used as laboratory cages for observing the
24-hour death-rate. The rooms remained in normal use by their inhabi-
tants throughout the tests.
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Each room carrying an outlet trap was fitted also with an improvised
inlet valve (see fig. 3) in the shape of a triangular pyramid with an edge
of 24 inches (61 cm). The open base was applied to the inside of a second
window opening (visible beside the trap in fig. 2), and there was a small
upwardly directed hole at the apex, by which the mosquitos could enter
the room. It was hoped that mosquitos seeking to leave by this route

FIG. 3. HOME-MADE INLET VALVE APPLIED TO WINDOW OPENING

f hq:

.

Held in position by one drawing-pin.

would fly against the inwardly sloping muslin sides of the valve, but would
not find their way downwards through the apical hole. It is not known
whether these valves prevented some mosquitos from entering the rooms,
nor whether some succeeded in getting out by them. Where the rooms
have not open eaves, so that an inlet valve is desirable, it would probably
be better to make it of plywood in order to minimize the amount of light
and air passing through it.

During the months August to October the ten outlet traps at Kalardasht
(nine of them fixed in villages which had been sprayed near the start)
were successful in trapping over 2,700 mosquitos. It is worth noting that
the trap at Abishdoni (fig. 2), which caught by far the largest number,
was fixed on a west wall. This does not confirm the view that outlet traps
should have an easterly aspect and catch the first light of day. An incoming
air current may play a part in directing mosquitos towards the trap. Further-
more, traps which are to serve as cages should be provided with one solid
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angle in which mosquitos may shelter from the sun and wind; this was
not done at Kalardasht. Owing, likewise, to limited resources, it was not
possible to carry out mosquito dissections or blood-precipitin tests.

3. Anopheline Fauna
Anopheles claviger Mg. in aquatic stages occurred commonly in small

marshes and the shady parts of streams, often in company with A. maculi-
pennis. No adult A. claviger was taken resting indoors, but adults were
found commonly in the vegetation shading one of its breeding-places.
This accords with what is known of the species on the Caspian coastal
plain, where it is found in indoor resting-places during the spring and
autumn only. Further, the trap catches showed that it was very rare for
this species to enter houses by night.

A. plumbeus Ste. was common in holes in the Fagus trees of the
surrounding forest. One female was identified from the outlet trap at
Taluchal, a village in the plain, more than a mile from the nearest forest.
This village, like others, contains no trees except a few large walnuts.

A. hyrcanus Pall.: two or three specimens were taken in the traps at Vohai.
The larvae were found in a stagnant, overgrown pool of somewhat polluted
water in the same village, together with eggs of A. maculipennis maculi-
pennis. A. hyrcanus is also common nearer the coast (where I have found
it breeding in fresh-water seepage pools on the Caspian shore) and, like
A. claviger, it is found indoors more often in spring than in summer.

A. maculipennis maculipennis Mg.: this appeared to be the only
member of the maculipennis group present at Kalardasht. All the
specimens trapped will be considered as a single population, because some
30 batches of eggs collected and 18 other batches laid in captivity were
all of the same type.

This mosquito was by far the most prevalent Kalardasht species.
Throughout the plain, the larvae were found in irrigation seepage swamps,
ditches, and marshy stream margins, and in even greater numbers in still
pools, where the water was clean. Pools with some green algae, Ranunculus,
or leaves of grass were the most favoured. Adults of both sexes rested in
very large numbers in the rooms and stables of villages near the main
breeding-places, and some specimens were found in every village of the
valley, including a village near the top of a hill, 2,000 feet (600 m) above the
nearest part of the plain. It was not uncommon for the surveyor to estimate
5,000-10,000 specimens in a single stable, in the early part of August. In
September, on the other hand, the numbers of indoor-resting specimens
fell off notably (in the unsprayed villages), although the weather was
similar. No females with developed fat bodies could be found, and larvae
of all stages continued to abound. In August a few specimens were found
in small caves near the plain and in cliffs in the forest up to 6,500 feet
(2,000 m).

6
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A. maculipennis maculipennis is also the prevalent, if not the only, race
along much of the Caspian plain, where it breeds in the rice-fields. It
ranges from there (80 feet (24 m) below ocean level) to a height of 8,750
feet (2,670 m) at the northern end of the road tunnel through the Elburz
pass, where profuse breeding occurred in a slightly sulfurous marsh pool
(temperature 250C at a depth of 2.54 cm below the surface, at noon,
on 2 August).

4. Malaria Incidence

The general distribution of spleen-rates in the valley is shown in table I;
these rates were consistently higher in adults than in children. The spleen-
rates were in general correlated with the numbers of A. maculipennis adults
estimated by the surveyors.

In this brief work it was not possible to fix the limits of the transmission
season, but it is certainly rather a short one. Even down on the coastal

TABLE I. DISTRIBUTION OF SPLEEN-RATES
IN THE 25 VILLAGES OF KALARDASHT

Number of villages having Children (2-10 years) Adults (over 10 years)
spleen-rates of:

75% and over 2 9

50% - 75% 4 8

25%-50% 16 6

under 25% 3 2

Total villages 25 25

plain, no eggs or larvae of the maculipennis group were found in mid-
April, although there were plenty of all stages by 10 May. The collector
who remained at Kalardasht through September and October continued
to find anopheline eggs and larvae of all stages throughout that period,
in pools which were known to breed A. maculipennis maculipennis. But
in some of these A. claviger occurred also, and possibly the autumn collec-
tions, which were not specifically identified, contained increasing proportions
of this species.

5. Bionomics of the Trapped Mosquitos

An attempt by the writer and a colleague to record outdoor biting in
August produced a negative result. We sat by a breeding-swamp at Abish-
doni, with arms and legs exposed, for the first three hours of darkness,
but were not approached by a single mosquito. (Similar experiments in
an A. sacharovi locality of southern Iran had very different results.)
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Well over 99% of the mosquitos collected from the ten outlet traps
were A. maculipennis: tables 1I-VI refer to catches of A. maculipennis only.

Table II shows the occurrence of this species in two traps from the
times of their fixing to 7 November (the last inspection). Abishdoni and

TABLE II. SEASONAL CHANGES IN NUMBERS OF A. MACULIPENNIS
CAPTURED IN TWO OUTLET TRAPS

(1950)

August 10-14 .... .. ...... . 291 41

August 15-19 ................ 484 149

August 20-24 . . . . 382117 _

August 25-29 . . . . . . . . 107* 104 104

August 30 September 3 . . . . . . . 48 44 46

September 4- 8 . . . . . . . 39 32 7 **

September 9-13 .24 22 4

September 14-18 .19 16 3

September 19-23 .9 8 4

September 24-28 .8 7 2

September 29 October 3 .10 7 0

October 4- 8 . . . . . . . . . . . 109 0

October 9-13 . . . 31 0

October 14-18 ........... .. 0 0 0

October 19-23 .0 0 0

October 24-28 . . . 00 0

October 29 - November 2 . . . . 0 0 0

November3- 7 .0 0 0

t One mile from any treatment
* Room sprayed 24 August with 75% water-wettable DDT at I g per ms

** Stable ceased to be occupied on about 7 September.

Lachesar were two of the places most densely populated with indoor-resting
A. maculipennis in August. It seems that a seasonal peak in endophilic
adults occurred in that month, just when the villages were being sprayed.
It is desirable to know how much of the subsequent decline in numbers
was due to seasonal incidence alone. Unfortunately, Lachesar-the place

Number of A. maculipennis captured

At Abishdoni in bedroom At Lachesar
5-day period in stable t

morning and morning morning and
evening catches evening
catches only catches
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which might best have shown this-was unexpectedly evacuated by its
inhabitants on about 7 September, so that a fresh variable affected the
catches in that trap. It will be shown below, however, that the morning
catches were scarcely affected by treatment, and the second column in
table II is thus a fair indication ofthe seasonal decline in nocturnal endophily
and biting-activity.

TABLE III. PERCENTAGE OF MALES IN MORNING AND EVENING CATCHES
OF A. MACULIPENNIS, AND TOTAL NUMBERS IN CATCHES BEFORE SPRAYING

Catches before and after spraying Catches before spraying

Proportion of males Number of

Total
number in in in totalmo evng
caught morning evening catch d ays morning evening

catches catches c catches catches

Bedrooms

Lahu . 142 35 26 30 10 16 79

Abishdoni . . . 1,475 44 23 31 14 309 874

Vohai . . 258 23 11 16 6 88 139

Isfankaleh . . . 52 23 28 27 3 6 23

Taluchal 18 29 25 28 0 - -

Totals . . . 1,945 39 22 29 33 419 1,115

Storerooms

Vohai .. 160 17 9 11 6 15 97

Taluchal . . . 341 21 9 18 0 - -

Totals . 501 20 9 16 6 15 97

Stables

Lahu . . . 42 15 12.5 14 0 - -

lsfankaleh 61 18 26 21 3 18 19

Lachesar . . 167 7 4 6 34* 96 71

Totals . . 270 11 11 11 37 114 90

Grand totals 2,716 32 20 25 77 548 1,302

* Isolated farm, not sprayed; last mosquito was trapped here on 27 September, i.e., 34 days
after trap was fixed.

The incidence of males and females in the traps on different types of
indoor haunt over the whole period (6 August to 12 October) is shown in
table III. The relative sizes of morning and evening catches, before the
villages were sprayed, are shown also. What is of interest here is the higher
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proportion of males in the morning catches, showing that the males were
more generally endophilic by night than by day, at any rate in bedrooms
and storerooms. At Abishdoni, the nocturnal endophily was almost as
strong in the males as in the females.

The stable catches differed from the others in two respects: the pro-
portion of males was lower (11% morning and evening); and, before
spraying, more mosquitos were caught in the mornings than in the
evenings. Thus, living-rooms and storerooms were relatively more favoured
than stables as day-time resting places of the local A. maculipennis.

TABLE IV. NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGES OF FEMALE A. MACULIPENNIS,
ACCORDING TO PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITION, CAPTURED MORNING

AND EVENING (BEFORE SPRAYING ONLY)

Red" "Black" "White" "Empty" Total

lace im e-

Num- _ Num- % Num- % Num- % Num-
ber ber ber ber ber

morning 17 6.8 63 25.3 64 25.7 105 42.2 249
4 bedrooms

evening 46 5.4 216 25.2 217 25.4 377 44.0 856

morning 1 1 33 33 21 21 45 45 100
2 stables

evening 3 3.6 19 22.6 14 16.7 48 57.1 84

morning 1 7.7 3 23.1 2 15.4 7 53.8 13
1 storeroom

evening 7 7.8 35 38.9 25 27.8 23 25.5 90

morning 19 5.3 99 27.3 87 24.0 157 43.4 362
Total, 7 rooms

evening 56 5.4 270 26.2 256 24.9 448 43.5 1,030

Grand total 75 5.4 369 26.5 343 24.6 605 43.5 1,392

All the females trapped were sorted into four categories according to the colour and shape
of the abdomen:
" Red ": judged to have fed shortly before entering traps;
" Black": judged to have fed within preceding 36 hours;
" White": females maturing their eggs, having no visible trace of last blood-meal left;
" Empty": females which had not fed since emerging or since laying eggs.

All the females trapped were sorted into four categories according to
the colour and shape of the abdomen, viewed externally. Those which
were judged to have fed within the preceding 36 hours were called " red "
or " black ", the former having undoubtedly fed shortly before entering
the traps. Females maturing their eggs, and having no visible trace of
their last blood-meal left, were called " white ". Females which had not
fed since emerging, or since laying their eggs, were classified as " empty ".
This was a convenient system which the student-collectors quickly learned
to follow.
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These categories are used in table IV, where the numbers trapped
morning and evening in a given type of haunt are recorded. Of the total
in seven traps, 43.5% contained neither blood nor eggs, 5.4% red blood,
26.5% a black residue, and 24.6% eggs in development. The females
from the bedrooms followed these proportions rather closely, but in the
stables the proportions of red and of white specimens were lower. Sur-
prisingly, the proportions of each category were similar, in the bedrooms,
in the morning and the evening catches. Freshly fed females trapped in
the evening had probably passed the day in the room as " empty " specimens,
fed as soon as it grew dark, and sought to leave immediately afterwards,
before the traps were cleared. (Treatment of the rooms resulted in the
disappearance of these specimens, along with the other day-time resting
specimens-see section 6.) The large numbers of unfed specimens which
appeared in the traps both morning and evening, from haunts well baited with
humans or cattle, showed that neither the day-time nor the night-time
visitors habitually took a blood-meal before they left. Why this was so was
not clear. If the mosquitos were seeking a specific animal host out of doors,
they would be rather unlikely to have found it in the damp climate of
Kalardasht where most domestic animals (chiefly horses, cattle, poultry,
and dogs) were housed indoors by night.

6. Results of Residual-Spray Treatments

The naturally falling incidence of A. maculipennis adults from about
20 August onwards necessitates caution in attributing changes in catch
to the treatment of the villages. It was not possible to judge, from treat-
ments in August, how long the insecticide remained effective. For non-
technical reasons it had been impossible to undertake this work earlier
in the summer.

Periods of five days immediately before and after treatment have been
chosen to study the short-term drop, if any, in the outlet-trap catches
(see table V). The 24 hours immediately following treatment are excluded,
since the disturbance caused to the mosquitos by the spraying (and by
kerosene vapour in some places) caused quite erratic catches.

Table V shows that, following the treatment of a village, there was
in every case a sharp reduction (between 76% and 91 %) in the catches.
It was comparable in villages treated with different forms and concen-
trations of DDT, in villages treated earlier and later in August, and in
traps on treated and untreated (control) rooms. (These control rooms
were in buildings where all other rooms were sprayed.) This order of
reduction may be compared with the drop of only 21 % that occurred in
the Abishdoni trap (the most populous) during the ten days preceding
treatment of that place (15-19 August, 484 mosquitos; 20-24 August,
382; see table II).
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TABLE V. NUMBERS OF A. MACULIPENNIS CAPTURED IN CERTAIN TRAPS
FOR THE FIVE DAYS PRECEDING AND THE FIVE DAYS FOLLOWING TREATMENT

OF VILLAGES

Numbers
Date of captured

Type of treat- DDT Dosage _______Reduc-Village ment ingprtionroom August formulation in g bper fore ft |

1950 treat- treat-
ment ment

Lahu bedroom 16 100% technical 2 39 9 77
in kerosene

Abishdoni bed/living-room 24 75% water- 1 453 107 76
wettable

Vohai bedroom 15 75% water- 2 188 17 91
wettable

Vohai storeroom 15 75% water- 2 72 16 78
wettable

Isfankaleh stable 23 50% water- 2 62* 12 81
wettable

Isfankaleh bedroom 23 500 water- 2 45* 4 91
wettable

*Figures computed from totals for three days

TABLE VI. EFFECT OF TREATMENTS UPON NUMBERS OF A. MACULIPENNIS
(BOTH SEXES) CAPTURED MORNING AND EVENING FOR FIVE-DAY

PERIODS BEFORE AND AFTER SPRAYING

Numbers captured

Place morning evening

before after before after
spraying spraying spraying spraying

Bedrooms

Lahu . . 11 9 31 0

Abishdoni . 117 104 347 3

Vohai 73 11 104 6.

Isfankaleh (control) l o10* 2 38* 2

Total: 4 bedrooms . 211 126 520 11

Storeroom:
Vohai (control) 15 9 60 7

Stable:
Isfankaleh . . 28* 10 32* 2

* Figures computed from totals for three days
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Since the indications were that the local A. maculipennis were strongly
endophilic, we may take it that the sudden drop in catches represented a
true reduction of the populations of adults by the DDT.

Table VI shows, however, that the reduction was not straightforward,
for the evening catches fell far more drastically than the morning ones.
The latter seemed to be unaffected by the DDT (except at Vohai) and to
reflect seasonal decline alone. Probably the morning catches were of mos-
quitos which, not having rested in a treated room by day, entered by night
and sought to leave again before morning, without experiencing sufficient
contact to kill them on the spot. Further, the viability of these specimens
(including some gravid females) remained high, for after twelve hours in
test-tubes over 80% of them were still alive.

The pre-treatment evening catches represented mosquitos which had
passed the day indoors ; they were virtually eliminated on the spot by
the treatments. In the following five evenings only eleven specimens reached
the traps on four treated bedrooms, and six of these died within twelve
hours of collection.

Table VII relates to the Abishdoni bed/living-room, where DDT was
applied at a concentration of 1 g per M2.

One might have expected that male mosquitos would enter for day-
time resting only, and would leave only in the evenings. But this was
not so. Before treatment about a third of all the males were trapped in
the morning, and afterwards the morning male catches were maintained,
showing that they were not specimens that had rested within. They
apparently entered by night for some other reason.

Rather similar results were obtained with the females of each physio-
logical category. It seemed as if, regardless of their alimentary and ovarian
condition, many came to rest in the rooms by day and (unless they were
killed by insecticidal treatment) left in the evening, but that many others,
which had not passed the day in a treated shelter, entered by night and
left again without being poisoned. To some extent, however, the gravid
females formed an exception to this pattern, for of this category morning
as well as evening catches fell. Since gravid females were necessarily some
days old when trapped, and had been exposed to more risk of day-time
contact with DDT than had any others, this drop was to be expected and
may be ascribed to the day-time kill rather than to a night-time kill (of
which there was no evidence). The reduction from 223 to 13 in gravid
females indicates that the treatment at 1 g per m2 allowed very few of
the endophilic specimens to develop and lay their eggs throughout the
remainder of the breeding season.

Bertram 1 found in Malaya that DDT irritated and drove out some
specimens of A. minimus before they could feed or received a lethal dose,

1 Bertram, D. M. (1950) Ann. trop. Med. 44, 242
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TABLE VIl. NUMBERS OF A. MACULIPENNIS CAPTURED MORNING
AND EVENING IN ABISHDONI BEDROOM TRAP BEFORE AND AFTER SPRAYING,

CLASSIFIED BY SEX AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITION

Numbers captured

morning evening

females females

males i males I,
"Red""B Red t" p"Back" "White"] tyI~ Red " lack" White" tEmp-

Total perioc

14 days
before
spraying

49 days
after
spraying

10-day
periodI

5 days
before 60 3 12 13 29 116 12 35 55 129
spraying

5 days
after 57 4 18 5 20 1 0 0 1 1
spraying _I I_ I_

All the females trapped were sorted into four categories according to the colour and shape of
the abdomen:
" Red ": judged to have fed shortly before entering traps;
" Black ": judged to have fed within preceding 36 hours;
"White": females maturing their eggs, having no visible trace of last blood-meal left;
" Empty ": females which had not fed since emerging or since laying eggs.

but that others did feed and then, going at once to rest, were killed. At
Kalardasht, on the other hand, treatment was followed by a slight fall
in the morning catches of unfed A. maculipennis but an actual rise in those
of viable, fed specimens. In this connexion the large number of females
which left the rooms in the pre-treatment period without feeding is note-
worthy, as the same habit may occur in other anophelines.
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SUMMARY
An experiment in trapping mosquitos,

and in thus assessing their control by
residual DDT, was carried out in a moist
valley of the Elburz Mountains, north
Iran, in August 1950. The only common
endophilic mosquito in the area was
Anopheles maculipennis, in which the
typical form, A. maculipennis maculi-
pennis, was the only race that could be
identified. Over 2,700 specimens of this
mosquito were collected from ten outlet
traps in the months August to October
1950.

In the 25 villages of the area the child
spleen-rates in August ranged from 83%
to 7%. Sixteen villages were sprayed with
DDT in several forms (5% technical DDT
powder in kerosene solution, 75% and
50% wettable powders, and 50% " DDT-
ane " wettable paste). Concentrations of
2 g of DDT per m2 were applied, except in
two villages where 75% wettable powder
was applied at 1 g per m2.

A natural decline in house-haunting A.
maculipennis was in progress from about
20 August, though larvae of all stages
continued to abound into October. An
attempt to get mosquitos to attack a
human bait out of doors in the evening
was a total failure.

The outlet traps, and an improvised
inlet valve which was used with them, are
described and illustrated. Mosquitos
(over 99% of which were A. maculipennis)
were not usually preserved to record the
24-hour death-rate.

Following each type of treatment a
reduction in trap catches of between 76%
and 91 % occurred over the first five days.
Over longer periods the catches continued
to decline in all traps, but it is not certain
how far this was due to the falling seasonal

RESUME
Une experience visant A capturer les

moustiques et a determiner de cette fagon
les effets de la lutte contre les anopheles
au moyen de DDT A effet remanent a et
entreprise en aofit 1950 dans une vall6e
humide de la region montagneuse de
l'Elbourz en Perse. L'unique moustique
endophile repandu dans cette contree est
Anopheles maculipennis, dont seul le type
A. maculipennis maculipennis a pu etre
identifie. Plus de 2.700 specimens de ce
moustique ont et captures dans des pieges
de sortie durant les mois d'aofit A octobre
1950.
Dans les 25 villages de cette region,

l'indice splenique des enfants variait, au
mois d'aouit, entre 7% et 83 %. Seize
villages ont fait l'objet de pulverisations
au DDT sous diverses formes (DDT
technique en poudre en solution a 5% dans
le kerosene, poudres mouillables a 75% et
A 50%, pate mouillable " DDTane " A
50 %). Le DDT a et applique a la dose de
2 g par metre carre, sauf pour deux villages
ou une poudre mouillable A 75% a e
repandue A raison de 1 g par metre carre.
A partir du 20 aofut, on a constate une

diminution naturelle du nombre de A.
maculipennis penetrant dans les habitations,
mais les larves, a tous les stades de develop-
pement, sont demeurees abondantes
jusqu'en octobre. Une tentative d'amener
les moustiques a s'attaquer durant les
heures du soir A un appat humain en dehors
des habitations a abouti a un echec
complet.
On trouve dans cette etude une descrip-

tion, accompagnee d'illustrations, des
pieges de sortie utilises ainsi que d'un
clapet d'entree improvise dont ceux-ci ont
ete pourvus. Les moustiques (dont plus
de 99% etaient de l'espece A. maculipennis)
n'ont gen6ralement pas ete conserves pour
la determination du taux de mortalite dans
les 24 heures.

Apres l'application de chacune des
formes de traitement indiquees, on a
constate, pendant les cinq premiers jours,
une diminution du nombre de moustiques
captur6s allant de 76% a 91 %. Cette
diminution s'est maintenue pendant une
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incidence. The striking aspect of the
reduction was that it was almost confined
to the evening collections, whereas morn-
ing collections were affected little, if at
all. The distinction held for both sexes
and, among the females, for fed and unfed
specimens, and to a lesser extent for gravid
females. Nevertheless, it is calculated
that, owing to successive elimination in
the days following a treatment of 1 g
per m2, well under 10% of those females
which reached the gravid state were able
to escape alive and lay their eggs.

The different effects of treatment on the
morning and the evening catches indicated
that, while the specimens resting indoors
by day were killed on the spot by the DDT,
many more, having had no previous
contact with the DDT, probably entered
rooms at night and left again without
experiencing lethal contact. As the latter
included males and all female physiological
categories, they were not all newly emerged
specimens; the purpose of males in
entering and leaving again during the night
(as was observed before and after spraying)
is obscure. Likewise, many unfed females
entered, probably by night, and left again
without resting or feeding, while those
which fed did not usually rest or get
poisoned before flying out.

There was no indication that the spe-
cimens reaching the traps, after treatment
of the villages, had experienced contact

longue periode pour tous les pieges utilises,
mais il est impossible de dire jusqu'a quel
point elle doit etre attribuee a la baisse
de la frequence saisonniere. Ce qui est
remarquable dans cette diminution, c'est
qu'elle est demeuree presque entierement
limitee aux captures faites le soir, alors
que pour celles qui ont ete operees le matin,
la reduction a et insignifiante, sinon nulle.
Cette divergence a ete relevee pour les deux
sexes et, parmi les femelles, aussi bien chez
celles qui etaient gorge'es que chez celles
qui ne l'etaient pas ; il en etait de meme,
dans une moindre mesure, pour les femelles
gravides. On estime neanmoins que, par
suite de l'elimination progressive des
moustiques durant les journees qui suivi-
rent l'application du DDT a raison de I g
par metre carre, la proportion des femelles
gravides qui ont pu s'echapper vivantes
pour deposer leurs ceufs 6tait nettement
inferieure a 10%.

Les effets differents des pulverisations
sur les captures effectuees le matin et le
soir montrent que, si les moustiques
demeures a l'interieur des habitations
durant la journee ont et tu6s sur place par
le DDT, un nombre beaucoup plus consi-
derable d'insectes, qui n'avaient pas ete
precedemment en contact avec le DDT, ont
pu penetrer dans les pieces durant la nuit
et les quitter de nouveau sans avoir ete
exposes a un contact 16tal. Cette derniere
categorie comprenant a la fois des males
et des femelles a tous les stades de leur
developpement physiologique, il ne saurait
s'agir uniquement d'individus recemment
eclos. La raison pour laquelle les males
penetrent dans les pieces et les quittent
ensuite durant la nuit (phenomene qui a
ete observe aussi bien avant qu'apres les
pulv6risations) n'apparait pas clairement.
Un grand nombre de femelles non gorgees
se sont egalement introduites dans les
habitations, probablement pendant la nuit,
et en sont ressorties sans s'y poser ou s'y
nourrir, tandis que celles qui s'y sont
alimentees ne se sont habituellement pas
posees et n'ont pas et6 intoxiquees avant
de s'envoler.

Rien ne permet d'affirmer que les spe-
cimens captures apres le traitement des
villages avaient ete deja pr&edemment en
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with the DDT, as their twelve-hour mor-

tality in test-tubes was generally low.

The experiment showed that it was

possible to assess the effects on mosquitos
of residual spraying, by analysis of the
catches in outlet traps.

contact avec le DDT, car le taux de
mortalit6 constate dans les douze heures
chez les insectes conserves dans des tubes
a essai etait tres faible.

Cette experience a prouve que l'examen
des moustiques captures dans les pieges de
sortie peut permettre de determiner l'effet
remanent des pulv6risations d'insecticides.
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